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*e response surface method, which has not been applied in the field of logistics, is used to study the express storage and
distribution system. *e goal is to find out the key factors affecting “customer satisfaction” and “warehouse explosion” and
determine the optimal parameters to minimize the operation time and congestion rate of the system.*e Box–Behnken response
surface method is used to optimize the factors such as sorting speed, distribution speed, sorting temporary storage capacity, and
distribution temporary storage capacity in the system, and the logistics simulation software is used to verify the experiment. *e
predicted value is in good agreement with the measured value. *e optimal parameters are sorting speed of 0.002 D/PCS,
distribution speed of 31M/D, sorting temporary storage capacity of 502PCS, and distribution temporary storage capacity of
222PCS. It shows that the response surface method is feasible to optimize the parameters of express storage and distribution
system and is helpful to further improve the logistics express service level.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of information technology and
the Internet plus, e-commerce is becoming the main force of
China’s economic and social development. Not only many
domestic e-commerce enterprises but also foreign e-com-
merce giants have set foot in the Chinese market, making
consumers face more choices. In this context, “customer
satisfaction” has become an important indicator to measure
the development of e-commerce enterprises. Whether
e-commerce enterprises can quickly respond to and meet
customer needs to the greatest extent determines the survival
of the competitiveness of enterprises and development in the
highly competitive market.

As a service industry of e-commerce, logistics industry is
an important link between e-commerce enterprises and
customers. *is service is the most direct feeling of cus-
tomers, with “visualization”, and its service level directly
affects customers’ evaluation of e-commerce enterprises.

However, compared with the rapid development of
e-commerce, the supporting warehousing and distribution
operation, namely logistics express service, cannot fully keep
up with its development. Especially when various platforms
launch various preferential activities one after another, when
the network transaction volume is huge and the package
delivery volume is also huge, the “warehouse explosion
event” often occurs, that is, in a short time, the pressure of
the warehouse increases sharply and the distribution system
also bears great pressure. In view of this phenomenon, by
optimizing the express storage and distribution system, the
“warehouse explosion event” can be reduced and the
“customer satisfaction” can be improved.

At present, the research on the optimization of express
storage and distribution at home and abroad is limited. Most
scholars mainly use simulation or heuristic algorithms to
study the optimization of storage and distribution. Li et al.
[1] built a simulation model of express terminal logistics
distribution to optimize the distribution path with the goal
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of minimizing the logistics distribution cost. Odkhishig et al.
[2] introduced a simulation-based optimization method,
which can improve the throughput and service level of the
warehouse while keeping the number of workers unchanged.
Jin [3] applied the genetic algorithm to study the pick-up
and delivery separation express terminal distribution model
with the goal of minimum cost. Mirosław kordos et al. [4]
proposed a complete automatic solution based on the ge-
netic algorithm to optimize the discrete product placement
and order picking route in the warehouse.

Express warehousing and distribution system can
simulate its composition, randomness and parameters
through the simulation model, but the simulation opera-
tion is only the simulation of the real system and cannot get
the optimal solution or the most satisfactory solution, so it
needs to be combined with the optimization algorithm.*e
combination of the randomness of the system and the
mathematical programming model will lead to a series of
complex formulas, and the published models rarely con-
sider the random factors. Response surface methodology
(RSM) is a simulation optimization method. It can be easily
combined with random factors and deterministic simula-
tion problems. It is used to model and analyze the problem
in which the response of interest is affected by multiple
variables. Its ultimate purpose is to optimize the response.
However, the literature on the application of response
surface methodology in the field of logistics is basically
blank. *is paper studies the physical flow problem of
express storage and distribution system based on response
surface theory and discusses the feasibility of response
surface method to study the logistics problem.*e goal is to
find out the key factors affecting “customer satisfaction”
and “warehouse explosion” and determine the optimal
parameters to minimize the operation time and congestion
rate of the system.

2. Construction of Simulation Model

Starting from the “warehouse explosion event,” this paper
analyzes the relevant problems in the process of parcel
distribution in various promotional activities and carries out
simulation experiments on the sorting operation and sub-
sequent delivery operation in the transit warehouse. In
practice, the process of express warehousing and distribu-
tion is too cumbersome, and some operations do not affect
the results of simulation experiments in this model.
*erefore, the simulation model is simplified into the fol-
lowing links:

(1) *e parcel is delivered to the express company and
enters the area to be sorted for sorting.

(2) Input the package information and sort the packages
intelligently according to different destinations.

(3) After picking, the packages are transferred to the
waiting area for distribution.

(4) After the arrival of the delivery vehicle, the package
shall be packaged and delivered according to the
batch.

To be more in line with the actual model and not limit
any other factors, only the impact of the storage capacity of
the temporary storage area, the sorting operation of parcels
and the later delivery operation on the logistics express
service is considered, including the sorting speed, distri-
bution speed, sorting temporary storage capacity, and dis-
tribution temporary storage capacity. *e number x of
parcels transported per day is uniformly distributed. *e
purpose of this paper is to determine the optimal level of the
combination of the above four factors, take consumer sat-
isfaction as the main goal and reduce the congestion rate as
the secondary goal, and use these two goals as the criteria to
improve the logistics express service level in the whole
warehouse explosion period.

To simulate the express warehousing and distribution
process, the logistics simulation software Flexsim is used to
establish the simulation model of warehousing and dis-
tribution, as shown in Figure 1. Consumer satisfaction is
based on the running time of the model in the simulation,
and the blockage rate is based on the proportion of the
residence time of the package in the warehouse. *erefore,
the model operation time and blockage rate are response
variables.

3. Response Surface Methodology

*e response surface methodology is based on a collection of
sample points collected in a designated design space for a
limited experimental design, and the fitted response variable
replaces the real response surface. In engineering optimi-
zation design, the application of response surface method-
ology can not only get the relationship between response
variables and factors but also get the optimization plan, that
is, the optimal combination of factors so that the objective
function can be optimized.

3.1. Response Surface Mathematical Model. In the response
surface method, to obtain a mathematical model repre-
senting the relationship between factors and response var-
iables, first-order and second-order response surface models
in the form of linear or quadratic polynomial functions are
often used to approximate. Usually a low-order polynomial
can satisfy engineering application requirements; if the re-
sponse surface has strong nonlinearity, then high-order
polynomials are required. When considering the cross-ef-
fects between random variables, polynomials with cross-
terms can be used.

*e basic form of the first-order response surface model
is as follows:

f(x) � β0 + 
n

i�n

βiXi( . (1)

*e basic form of the second-order response surface
model is as follows:

f(x) � β0 + 

n

i�n

βiXi(  + 

n

i�1


n

j≥i
βijXiXj  + ε. (2)
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Among them, xi is the i − th component of the n -di-
mensional independent variable x; β0 and βi βij are un-
known parameters, which constitute the column vector β;
and ε is the error.

Usually in the process of calculation, the first-order
model is used first, the purpose of which is to guide the
experimenter along the path to improve the system to the
optimal nearby area quickly and effectively. Once the op-
timal area is found, a more refined model can be used (for
example, the second-order model). Perform analysis to
determine the best position throughout. Estimate the re-
gression coefficient of the regression equation using the least
square method. Construct a polynomial response surface
model.

To calculate the accuracy of the results, it is necessary to
determine the accuracy of the fitting equation. It is usually
determined in the form of variance.

R
2

� 1 −


N
i−1 yi − yi( 

2


N
i−1 yi − yi( 

2. (3)

where N is the number of sample points, yi is the true
response value, yi is the response value calculated by the
response surface model, and yi is the average value of the
true response value.

*e fitting accuracy of the model is usually evaluated by
R2 and the adjustment coefficient of determination Adj R2.
*e closer R2 and Adj R2 are to 1, the smaller is the error
between the mathematical model and the original model and
the higher is the fitting accuracy. However, if the design
variables increase, the trend will be more for evaluation with
Adj R2.

3.2. Response Surface Experimental Design. *ere are many
response surface experimental design methods. *e com-
monly used methods are central composite design (CCD),
D-optimal design (DoD), Box–Behnken design (BBD), and
so on. [5–9]. *ree key points should be paid attention to in
the experimental design: determine the necessary experi-
mental factors, determine the appropriate level of the se-
lected experimental factors, and determine the reasonable
level interval [10]. An appropriate experimental design is
very important to obtain an ideal response surface model
with the least calculation points [11].

BBD [12–15]is a commonly used the experimental de-
sign method of response surface methodology, which is
suitable for optimization experiments with 2–5 factors. *e

Box–Behnken design method takes 3 levels for each factor
and encodes it with (–1, 0, 1). *e design arrangement takes
0 as the middle value, and the high value and low value
correspond to +1 and –1, respectively. With the same fac-
tors, the number of experiments designed by Box–Behnken
is less and more economical, and the optimal level value
solved by optimization will not exceed the range of the
highest value, which is especially suitable for some experi-
ments with special needs or safety requirements. According
to the determined experimental factors and levels, the
Box–Behnken response surface experimental design is
carried out using design expert software to optimize the
express storage and distribution system.

4. Case Analysis

*is paper selects the parcel warehousing volume of the
sorting center of an express company in November 2020 for
analysis, as shown in Figure 2. Based on the above simulation
model, the parameters of themodel are set as follows: sorting
speed [0.001 0.01], distribution speed [20 40], sorting
temporary storage capacity [200 600], and distribution
temporary storage capacity [200 400]. When setting the
parameters of the simulation model, some data parameters
are set by the actual data; In addition, through the con-
tinuous debugging of Flexsim, some parameters are ob-
tained. Although these parameters are far from the actual
data, they have strong expressiveness in the experiment and
are feasible in theory.

4.1. Experimental Design and Results. *e Box–Behnken
response surface methodology was used to design the exper-
iment with 4 factors and 3 levels, with sorting speed (A),
distribution speed (B), sorting temporary storage capacity (C)
and distribution temporary storage capacity (D) as response
factors and operation time and blockage rate as response
values. *e factors and levels are shown in Table 1, and the
experimental scheme and results are shown in Table 2.

4.2. Response Surface Analysis

4.2.1. Regression Model and Analysis of Variance. Using
Design-Expert12.0 software to regression fit the operation
time (Y1) and blockage rate (Y2) in Table 2, the quadratic
multiple regression model of operation time, blockage rate,
and various factor variables can be obtained as follows:

Parcel arrived
Sorting equipment

Sorting temporary storage area

Robot

Conveyor

Distribution of temporary storage area 

Forkli�

Parcel delivery

Figure 1: Simulation model of express warehousing and distribution system.
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Figure 2: Parcel warehousing volume of sorting center of an express company in November 2020.

Table 1: Factors and levels.

Factor Variable
Level

−1 0 1
Sorting speed (D/PCS) A 0.001 0.0055 0.01
Delivery speed (M/D) B 20 30 40
Capacity of sorting temporary storage area (PCS) C 200 400 600
Distribution staging area capacity (PCS) D 200 300 400

Table 2: Experimental scheme and results.

Experiment number A B C D Operation time (D) Blockage rate (%)
1 0.001 20 400 300 32.12 12.4
2 0.0055 30 200 400 30.59 29.6
3 0.01 30 200 300 40.51 67.7
4 0.01 30 600 300 40.51 53.8
5 0.001 30 600 300 30.18 0
6 0.01 30 400 200 40.51 60.8
7 0.01 40 400 300 40.31 61.1
8 0.001 30 200 300 30.18 9.1
9 0.0055 40 200 300 30.43 29.7
10 0.001 40 400 300 30.02 0
11 0.0055 20 400 400 31.9 17.1
12 0.0055 30 400 300 30.59 17.9
13 0.0055 40 400 400 30.43 18
14 0.0055 30 600 400 30.59 1.1
15 0.0055 30 400 300 30.59 17.9
16 0.0055 30 600 200 30.59 1.1
17 0.0055 40 600 300 30.43 1.2
18 0.0055 30 400 300 30.59 17.9
19 0.0055 20 400 200 31.9 31
20 0.0055 30 200 200 30.59 29.6
21 0.0055 20 600 300 31.9 1.1
22 0.0055 40 400 200 30.43 18
23 0.0055 30 400 300 30.59 17.9
24 0.0055 20 200 300 31.9 45.2
25 0.001 30 400 200 30.18 1
26 0.0055 30 400 300 30.59 17.9
27 0.001 30 400 400 30.18 0
28 0.01 20 400 300 40.43 60.9
29 0.01 30 400 400 40.51 60.8
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Y1 � 30.59 + 4.99A − 0.6750B + 0.4950AB + 4.69A
2

+ 0.5083B
2

+ 0.0333C
2

+ 0.0333D
2

R
2

� 0.9981AdjR2
� 0.9963 ,

Y2 � 17.90 + 28.55A − 3.31B − 12.72C − 1.24D + 3.15AB − 1.20AC + 0.2500AD + 3.90BC + 14.07A
2

+ 2.58B
2

− 0.7292C
2

− 0.8667D
2

R
2

� 0.9715AdjR2
� 0.9430 .

(4)

Table 3 shows the results of analysis of variance, in
which the correlation coefficient R2 of multiple quadratic
regression equation represents the difference between the
predicted value and the experimental value, and its value is
between 0 and 1. When the value is 1, it means that they are
exactly the same. *e smaller the difference between R2

and AdjR2, the better the reliability of the fitted quadratic
equation. *e size of P value indicates the significant
influence of the model and various factors; P< 0.05 in-
dicates the significant influence of the model or param-
eters, and P< 0.01 indicates the highly significant
influence.

*e correlation coefficient R2 of the above two regression
equations is greater than 0.9, indicating that the predicted
value has a good correlation with the experimental value.
*erefore, this regression equation can be used to analyze
and predict the optimized express storage and distribution
system. In the two models, R2and Adj R2 are 0.9981 and
0.9963 and 0.9715 and 0.9430 respectively, indicating that
the two models have high reliability.

*e variance analysis of the model shows that the P

values of the two models are <0.0001, indicating that it is
very significant and the equation is meaningful. By analyzing
the variance of the operation time model, it can be seen that

Table 3: Results of analysis of variance.

Source Sum of squares df Mean square F value P value

Operation time

Model 456.83 14 32.63 539.35 <0.0001
A 299.20 1 299.20 4945.46 <0.0001
B 5.47 1 5.47 90.37 <0.0001
C 0.0000 1 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000
D 0.0000 1 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000
AB 0.9801 1 0.9801 16.20 0.0013
AC 0.0000 1 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000
AD 0.0000 1 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000
BC 0.0000 1 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000
BD 0.0000 1 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000
CD 0.0000 1 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000
A2 142.58 1 142.58 2356.63 <0.0001
B2 1.68 1 1.68 27.70 0.0001
C2 0.0072 1 0.0072 0.1191 0.7351
D2 0.0072 1 0.0072 0.1191 0.7351

Residual 0.8470 14 0.0605
Lack of fit 0.8470 10 0.0847
Pure error 0.0000 4 0.0000
Cor total 457.68 28

Blockage rate

Model 13455.10 14 961.08 34.10 <0.0001
A 9781.23 1 9781.23 347.04 <0.0001
B 131.34 1 131.34 4.66 0.0487
C 1940.56 1 1940.56 68.85 <0.0001
D 18.50 1 18.50 0.6564 0.4314
AB 39.69 1 39.69 1.41 0.2551
AC 5.76 1 5.76 0.2044 0.6581
AD 0.2500 1 0.2500 0.0089 0.9263
BC 60.84 1 60.84 2.16 0.1639
BD 48.30 1 48.30 1.71 0.2116
CD 0.0000 1 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000
A2 1284.25 1 1284.25 45.57 <0.0001
B2 43.29 1 43.29 1.54 0.2356
C2 3.45 1 3.45 0.1224 0.7317
D2 4.87 1 4.87 0.1729 0.6839

Residual 394.58 14 28.18
Lack of fit 394.58 10 39.46
Pure error 0.0000 4 0.0000
Cor total 13849.68 28
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the effect P values of A, B, AB, A2, and B2 are less than 0.01,
indicating that these five items have highly significant effects,
while the P values of other factor effects, interaction effects,
or quadratic effects are large, indicating that A and B de-
termine the response to a great extent, that is, sorting speed
and distribution speed are the most critical factors affecting
operation time. At the same time, A, C, and A2 in the
blockage rate model are the model items with highly sig-
nificant impact, B is the model item with significant impact,
which has significant impact on the blockage rate, while the
remaining items are nonsignificant items, which have no
significant impact on the blockage rate.

4.2.2. Model Accuracy Verification. *e residual is the dif-
ference between the observed value and the predicted value
of the regression model. In the absence of experimental
outliers, the residual should conform to the normal distri-
bution. It can be seen from Figures 3 and 4 that the points in
this figure are either on or near the straight line, indicating
that the residual of this experiment is normally distributed
and the model fitted by the response surface is accurate. On
the contrary, if the points in the graph cannot form a straight
line, it does not conform to the normal distribution.

Figure 5 shows the comparison between the measured
value of operation time and the predicted result, and Fig-
ure 6 shows the comparison between the measured value of
blockage rate and the predicted result. *e (X, Y) scatter
diagram is drawn with the experimental sample data of
operation time and blockage rate and the predicted result of
the model as the abscissa and ordinate, respectively. Each
scatter point is approximately distributed in a straight line
and is located near the straight line Y�X, indicating that the
model fitting is good and the experimental model is reliable.
It can be used for the prediction of practical experiments.

4.2.3. Response Surface and Contour Analysis. By looking at
the results of analysis of variance, it can be inferred from the
value of f that within the selected experimental range, the in-
fluence of four factors on operation time isA>B>C andD, and
the interaction between factors A and B is the main interaction.
*e influence of four factors on the blockage rate is
A>C>B>D, and the interaction between factor A and C is the
main interaction. For the factors A and B and A and C that
mainly affect the operation time and blockage rate model, the
three-dimensional space and its contour map on the two-di-
mensional plane can intuitively reflect the interaction between
the factors.

It can be seen from Figures 7 and 8 that the interaction
between factors A and B and between factors A and C are
significant. Figure 7 shows that the operation time first de-
creases and then increases with the increase of factors A and B
under the interaction of factors A and B; Figure 8 shows that
the blockage rate increases with the increase of factors A and C.

4.3. Response Surface Optimization Results and Verification.
Based on the above response surface model analysis, the
quadratic regression equation of the comprehensive index is

solved using the Design-Expert12.0 software. *e optimal
parameters are A (sorting speed) 0.002 D/PCS, B (distri-
bution speed) 31.167M/D, C (sorting temporary storage
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capacity) 502.350PCS, D (distribution temporary storage
capacity) 221.914PCS, the operation time is 29.227D, and the
blocking rate is −1.378%, that is, there is no case that the
package is detained in the warehouse.

To test the prediction results, it is necessary to verify the
optimal parameters of the prediction. To facilitate the actual
operation, some validation parameters are corrected to the
distribution speed of 31M/D, the sorting temporary storage
capacity of 502PCS, and the distribution temporary storage
capacity of 222PCS and the sorting speed remains un-
changed at 0.002D/PCS. Running the logistics simulation
model according to this parameter, the main target running
time is 30.23D. Compared with the predicted value of
29.227D, the deviation between the actual running time and
the predicted running time is 3.32%; the secondary target
blockage rate was 0%, and there was no blockage, which was
consistent with the prediction effect.

In this study, the optimal parameters of the express
storage and distribution system are sorting speed of 0.002D/
PCS, distribution speed of 31M/D, sorting temporary
storage capacity of 502PCS, and distribution temporary
storage capacity of 222PCS.

5. Conclusion

Owing to the difference of facilities and operating condi-
tions, different simulation models of express warehousing
and the distribution system will be produced. *is paper
studies the sorting operation and subsequent delivery op-
eration in the transfer warehouse and the simulation model
established under the ideal hypothesis state to determine the
relevant parameters of the optimal express warehousing and
distribution system to improve the consumer satisfaction
index based on shortening working hours and reduce the
congestion rate index based on the arrival congestion rate of
packages.

*e Box–Behnken response surface methodology is an
optimization method integrating experimental design and
mathematical modeling. It can effectively reduce the number
of tests and shorten the experimental cycle. *e analysis
results are intuitive and clear, and the interaction between
various factors can be investigated. *e response surface
method not only establishes the prediction model but also
tests the adaptability of the model, the significance of the
model and coefficient, analysis of variance and model diag-
nosis. In this paper, the parameters of express storage and
distribution system are optimized by the Box–Behnken re-
sponse surface methodology and the simulation experiment is
carried out by Flexsim software. *e optimization results and
simulation results show that the deviation between the pre-
dicted value and the actual value is within 5%, indicating that
the correlation is good and the response surface methodology
optimization of express storage and distribution system pa-
rameters is reasonable and feasible.
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